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The (electron or photon) ionization of hydrogen is dealt at some length in ISM classes.
However, hydrogen, by having only one electron, is atypical. Ionization of atoms/ions
with multiple electrons is radically different from that of hydrogen. In particular, for
multiple electron atoms and ions there are many pathways for ionization.Compare the
next two figures to appreciate this point. Note that apart from that for hydrogen the
photo-ionization cross-sections are heavily smoothed.

Figure 1: Figure 13.1 from Draine.
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Figure 2: Figure 13.2 from Draine.
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1 Oxygen: An Exemplar

Consider O I, for instance. A photon with energy greater than the ionization potential of
13.618 eV will result in the valence electron, 2s22p4 3P ejected to the continuum. However,
the run of photo-ionization cross-section of O I with energy shows considerable complexity
(see Figure 3) that is conspicuously absent in the run of the cross-section of hydrogen.The
Grotrian diagram of O+ (Figure 5) helps us understand the new pathways that are available
to the incident ionizing photon.

Figure 3: The total photo-ionization cross-section for O0 to O+ as a function of wavelength. Here,
MB stands for Mega-barn which is 10−18 cm2. Drawn from data provided by Angel & Samson (
1988).

Figure 4: Comparison of experimental data (Angel & Samson 1988) to computer model calculations
(Nahar 1999).

The ground state of the O+ ion is 2s22p3 4S. Let us increase the energy of the incident
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Figure 5: Grotrian diagram of O II showing first few levels.

photon. As can be seen from Figure 5 the ground state is 2s22p3 4S and the first two
excited states are 2s2sp3 2D (3.3 eV) ( and 2s22p3 2P (5.02 eV). Thus a photon with energy
E = 13.6 + 3.3 = 16.9 eV can both photo-ionized an O0 atom and leave the O+ ion
in the first excited state, 2D state. Shortly thereafter the O+ ion relaxes by emitting
3628 Åphoton. Likewise, for E = 13.6 + 5.0 = 18.6 eV photon the ending state is a free
electron and O+ in the 2P state. With this model in mind the run of the photo-ionization
cross-section with E is decomposed to reflect the different pathways.
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TABLE II. Absolute photoionization cross section for single, double, and triple photoionization
from 44 to 254 A.

hv (eV) A, (A)
Q+
(Mb)

Q2+
(10 Mb)

Q3+
(10 Mb)

tot
(Mb)

48.736
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

254.402
248.0
206.6
177.1
155.0
137.8
124.0
112.7
103.3
95.4
88.6
82.7
77.5
72.9
68.9
65.3
62.0
59.0
56.4
53.9
51.7
49.6
47.7
45.9
44.3

6.00
5.75
4.25
3.20
2.37
1.84
1.44
1.20
1.01
0.86
0.72
0.62
0.52
0.45
0.39
0.33
0.286
0.250
0.220
0.197
0.180
0.168
0,161
0.154
0.150

0.0
2.0
18.7
22.5
23.0
22.1
20.5
18.5
16.4
14.2
12.1
10.3
8.4
6.9
5.8
4.8
3.9
3.2
2.55
2.05
1.75
1.50
1.30
1.20
1.05

0.28
1.01
1.65
2.02
2.20
2.12
1.95
1.75
1.51
1.28
1.07
0.87
0.69
0.54
0.44
0.37
0.32
0.27

6.00
5.77
4 44
3.43
2.60
2.06
1.65
1.39
1.17
1.00
0.84
0.73
0.61
0.52
0.45
0.38
0.33
0.28
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.16

the total atomic cross section and the branching ratios
for producing these states. The branching ratios have
been measured by the technique of photoelectron spec-
troscopy at 584 A by Samon and Petrosky, at 304 A by

Dehmer and Dehmer, and between 725 and 580 A by
Hussein et al. The dashed lines show a reasonable ex-
trapolation of the present data through the partial cross
section points at 584 and 304 A. The solid line represents
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FIG. 3. Photoionization cross section of atomic oxygen for the production of singly
present data; 0, previous data, Samson and Pareek (Ref. 22); V, Kohl et al. (Ref. 21);
tions; f, Hussein et al. (Ref. 27); 0, Dehmer and Dehmer (Ref. 26); $ at 584 A, Samson
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charged ions as a function of wavelength. ~,
6, Comes et al. (Ref. 20). Partial cross sec-
and Petrosky (Ref. 25).Figure 6: (Top): (Bottom): Experimental data with decomposition shown; from Angel & Samson

(1988).

For pathways involving ionization and excitation it is more convenient to plot the
Grotrian diagram with the zero point set by the ground state of the initial atom (ion), in
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FIG. 5. Rate meter signal in the present experiment showing
the autoionizing resonances leading to the D' and P' ion
thresholds. The wavelength assignments are derived from the
present work. The dashed line represents the decrease in the
stored ring current over the period that the scan was made and
is thus proportional to the photon flux.
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FIG. 4. Autoionizing resonances leading to the P threshold;
upper curve, the rate meter signal from the present experiment;
lower curve, the theoretical predictions of Pradhan (Ref. 10).
The upper wavelength assignments are those derived from the
present work and the photographic measurements of Garton
and Drew (Ref. 40), the lower are those reported by Pradhan
(Ref. 10), and Taylor and Burke (Ref. 8).

a best fit to the present data, excluding the resonance
structure leading to the P threshold. Representative er-
ror bars are shown at several paints; these were deter-
mined from the uncertainty introduced on extracting
data from the chart recordings. The overall accuracy of
the results depends upon the absolute value of our previ-
aus data. An estimated error of +9% was quoted at that
time. However, confidence in the relative and absolute
value of the cross sections can be obtained by considering
the value of the total oscillator strength for the absorp-
tion process. According to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn
(TRK}-sum rule3 the oscillator strength must add up to a
value of 8, the total number of electrons in the atom.
Thus, we have evaluated the continuum oscillator
strength from the ionization threshold down to 44.3 A
using the present total photoionization cross sections and
from 44.3 to 0 A using the cross sections from the compi-
lation by Henke et al. A value of 7.29 was obtained.
Adding this value to our previously quoted line oscillator
strength of 0.71 gives a total oscillator strength of 8.00.
Obtaining the precise value of the total oscillator strength
is, of course, fortuitous because the maximum error in
the value of the line oscillator strength (+50%%uo) intro-
duces an error of about +4.4%%uo in the total oscillator
strength. However, this implies that our value of the
continuum oscillator strength should be accurate to
within +4.4%, which is certainly in keeping with our es-
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FIG. 6. High-energy region of the photoionization cross sec-
tion of atomic oxygen leading to the production of singly
charged ions. , present data; 0, previous data of Samson and
Pareek (Ref. 22).

timated value of +9%. It should be noted that in our
previous work we did not take into account the effect of
multiple ionization below 250 A.
The structure shown in Fig. 3 has not been seen before

in photoionization experiments and represents the Ryd-
berg triplet series 2s2p ( P) np( D', S', P'). Figure 4 is
a trace of the rate meter signal showing the series in de-
tail compared with the theoretical predictions of
Pradhan. ' Also shown are the peak wavelength predic-
tions of Taylor and Burke, which agree to within 1 A
with those of Piadhan, and the wavelength assignment of
Garton and Drew who have observed the series photo-
graphically in an absorption experiment and obtained an
identification for the np( D'} series. As can be seen, the
agreement between experiment and theory is good, al-
though the shape and position of the third peak of the
first theoretical triplet differs from that measured experi-
mentally: no attempt has been made to allow for peak
shifting or broadening of the measured lines caused by
the finite resolution of the monochromator.
Figure 5 illustrates the rate meter signal obtained be-

tween 760 and 655 A showing the autoionizing reso-
nances leading to the D' and P' states of the oxygen

Figure 7:
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this case, O0. This figure also shows new pathways: (1) the inner electron is ionized which
the leaves O+ in the 2s2p4 4P state and (2) the two outer electrons are ionized leaving O+

in the 2s2p2 3P state.

1.1 Fluorescence

O!!2s2p4 4Pe,2De,2Se,2Pe"

↓

O!!2s22p3 4So,2Do,2Po"!h#fl

and

O!„2s22p2!3P "3s 4Pe,2Pe…
↓

O!!2s22p3 4So,2Do,2Po"!h#fl , !3"

where #fl is the frequency of the fluorescence photons.
Figure 1 shows an energy-level scheme with one example

illustrating a 2s-electron ionization followed by fluorescent
decay of the final O! state. All of the atomic processes in-
vestigated here in detail are listed in Table I, where we also
include the energy of the exciting synchrotron radiation and
the fluorescent transition wavelength of the subsequent O!

states produced in the photoionization processes.
Since there are no competitive, nonradiative relaxation

processes and the exciting photon energies do not allow cas-
cade population from energetically higher ionic states, the
fluorescence intensities of the radiative transitions are pro-
portional therefore to the partial photoionization cross sec-
tions. For photoionization into the O!(2s2p4 4Pe) state of
singly ionized atomic oxygen, a cross section for the disso-
ciative ionization process from molecular oxygen was also
possible to be determined, namely, for the process

O2!X 3$g
""!h#SR→O!O!!2s2p4 4Pe"!e". !4"

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Overview

To obtain absolute experimental cross sections for the
photoionization of atomic oxygen by PIFS, an atomic oxy-
gen source was set up at the synchrotron radiation facility
BESSY I. Atomic oxygen was provided by a microwave-
driven discharge source. Atomic and molecular oxygen
emerging from that source in an effusive beam was inter-
sected by a beam of synchrotron radiation. A schematic dia-
gram of the atomic oxygen source is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fluorescence emitted in transitions of excited ionic states

was dispersed in the vacuum ultraviolet !VUV" spectral re-

FIG. 1. Energy-level scheme for states of neutral and singly
ionized atomic oxygen including the ionic state continua. Energy
levels are taken from Striganov and Sventitskii %12&, and assigned
by electron configurations. For neutral atomic oxygen a few excited
states are included as examples. One example of photoionization
followed by radiative fluorescence decay is illustrated.

FIG. 2. Atomic oxygen source used in the present experiment.

TABLE I. Photoionization processes in atomic oxygen investi-
gated in the present study. The synchrotron radiation energy h#SR
necessary to reach the excited singly ionized state is given in eV,
and the fluorescence wavelength ' !in units of Å" for the transition
into the final ionic state %12& are included for completeness.

Ground state

Excited ionic state
Threshold
energy !eV"

Final ionic state
Fluorescence
wavelength !Å"

O!(2s2p4 4Pe) O!(2s22p3 4So)
h#SR(28.5 eV '#833 Å
O!(2s2p4 2De) O!(2s22p3 2Do, 2Po)
h#SR(34.2 eV '#719 Å,797 Å
O!(2s2p4 2Se) O!(2s22p3 2Po)

O(2s22p4 3Pe) h#SR(37.9 eV '#644 Å
O!(2s2p4 2Pe) O!(2s22p3 2Do, 2Po)
h#SR(40.0 eV '#538 Å,581 Å

O!„2s22p2(3P)3s 4Pe… O!(2s22p3 4So)
h#SR(36.6 eV '#539 Å

O!„2s22p2(3P)3s 2Pe… O!(2s22p3 2Do,2Po)
h#SR(37.1 eV '#617 Å,673 Å
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O!!2s2p4 4Pe,2De,2Se,2Pe"

↓

O!!2s22p3 4So,2Do,2Po"!h#fl

and

O!„2s22p2!3P "3s 4Pe,2Pe…
↓

O!!2s22p3 4So,2Do,2Po"!h#fl , !3"

where #fl is the frequency of the fluorescence photons.
Figure 1 shows an energy-level scheme with one example

illustrating a 2s-electron ionization followed by fluorescent
decay of the final O! state. All of the atomic processes in-
vestigated here in detail are listed in Table I, where we also
include the energy of the exciting synchrotron radiation and
the fluorescent transition wavelength of the subsequent O!

states produced in the photoionization processes.
Since there are no competitive, nonradiative relaxation

processes and the exciting photon energies do not allow cas-
cade population from energetically higher ionic states, the
fluorescence intensities of the radiative transitions are pro-
portional therefore to the partial photoionization cross sec-
tions. For photoionization into the O!(2s2p4 4Pe) state of
singly ionized atomic oxygen, a cross section for the disso-
ciative ionization process from molecular oxygen was also
possible to be determined, namely, for the process

O2!X 3$g
""!h#SR→O!O!!2s2p4 4Pe"!e". !4"

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Overview

To obtain absolute experimental cross sections for the
photoionization of atomic oxygen by PIFS, an atomic oxy-
gen source was set up at the synchrotron radiation facility
BESSY I. Atomic oxygen was provided by a microwave-
driven discharge source. Atomic and molecular oxygen
emerging from that source in an effusive beam was inter-
sected by a beam of synchrotron radiation. A schematic dia-
gram of the atomic oxygen source is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fluorescence emitted in transitions of excited ionic states

was dispersed in the vacuum ultraviolet !VUV" spectral re-

FIG. 1. Energy-level scheme for states of neutral and singly
ionized atomic oxygen including the ionic state continua. Energy
levels are taken from Striganov and Sventitskii %12&, and assigned
by electron configurations. For neutral atomic oxygen a few excited
states are included as examples. One example of photoionization
followed by radiative fluorescence decay is illustrated.

FIG. 2. Atomic oxygen source used in the present experiment.

TABLE I. Photoionization processes in atomic oxygen investi-
gated in the present study. The synchrotron radiation energy h#SR
necessary to reach the excited singly ionized state is given in eV,
and the fluorescence wavelength ' !in units of Å" for the transition
into the final ionic state %12& are included for completeness.

Ground state

Excited ionic state
Threshold
energy !eV"

Final ionic state
Fluorescence
wavelength !Å"

O!(2s2p4 4Pe) O!(2s22p3 4So)
h#SR(28.5 eV '#833 Å
O!(2s2p4 2De) O!(2s22p3 2Do, 2Po)
h#SR(34.2 eV '#719 Å,797 Å
O!(2s2p4 2Se) O!(2s22p3 2Po)

O(2s22p4 3Pe) h#SR(37.9 eV '#644 Å
O!(2s2p4 2Pe) O!(2s22p3 2Do, 2Po)
h#SR(40.0 eV '#538 Å,581 Å

O!„2s22p2(3P)3s 4Pe… O!(2s22p3 4So)
h#SR(36.6 eV '#539 Å

O!„2s22p2(3P)3s 2Pe… O!(2s22p3 2Do,2Po)
h#SR(37.1 eV '#617 Å,673 Å
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Figure 9: Grotrian diagram for ground and excited states of O+. From Wilhelmi et al. 1999. The
accompanying table is also from the same reference.

1.2 Multiple Electrons

Another question you may have in mind is whether a photon can eject more than one
photo-electron. As can be seen from the Table below the cross-section for a single photon
to eject multiple electrons is quite small.
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TABLE II. Absolute photoionization cross section for single, double, and triple photoionization
from 44 to 254 A.

hv (eV) A, (A)
Q+
(Mb)

Q2+
(10 Mb)

Q3+
(10 Mb)

tot
(Mb)

48.736
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

254.402
248.0
206.6
177.1
155.0
137.8
124.0
112.7
103.3
95.4
88.6
82.7
77.5
72.9
68.9
65.3
62.0
59.0
56.4
53.9
51.7
49.6
47.7
45.9
44.3

6.00
5.75
4.25
3.20
2.37
1.84
1.44
1.20
1.01
0.86
0.72
0.62
0.52
0.45
0.39
0.33
0.286
0.250
0.220
0.197
0.180
0.168
0,161
0.154
0.150

0.0
2.0
18.7
22.5
23.0
22.1
20.5
18.5
16.4
14.2
12.1
10.3
8.4
6.9
5.8
4.8
3.9
3.2
2.55
2.05
1.75
1.50
1.30
1.20
1.05

0.28
1.01
1.65
2.02
2.20
2.12
1.95
1.75
1.51
1.28
1.07
0.87
0.69
0.54
0.44
0.37
0.32
0.27

6.00
5.77
4 44
3.43
2.60
2.06
1.65
1.39
1.17
1.00
0.84
0.73
0.61
0.52
0.45
0.38
0.33
0.28
0.25
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.16

the total atomic cross section and the branching ratios
for producing these states. The branching ratios have
been measured by the technique of photoelectron spec-
troscopy at 584 A by Samon and Petrosky, at 304 A by

Dehmer and Dehmer, and between 725 and 580 A by
Hussein et al. The dashed lines show a reasonable ex-
trapolation of the present data through the partial cross
section points at 584 and 304 A. The solid line represents
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FIG. 3. Photoionization cross section of atomic oxygen for the production of singly
present data; 0, previous data, Samson and Pareek (Ref. 22); V, Kohl et al. (Ref. 21);
tions; f, Hussein et al. (Ref. 27); 0, Dehmer and Dehmer (Ref. 26); $ at 584 A, Samson
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charged ions as a function of wavelength. ~,
6, Comes et al. (Ref. 20). Partial cross sec-
and Petrosky (Ref. 25).

1.3 High Energy Photo-absorption

The is summarized in Figure 10

2 Recombination: Radiative & Dielectronic

Again we start with hydrogen. There is only one path for recombination, namely radiative
recombination (RR). This is a very slow process. For multiple electron systems there are
new pathway.

In radiative recombination an electron from the continuum, upon recombination, emits
a photon with energy equal to the sum of the kinetic energy of the electron and the potential
energy of the line to which it recombines. In di-electronic recombination the same energy

8
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FIG. 5. Rate meter signal in the present experiment showing
the autoionizing resonances leading to the D' and P' ion
thresholds. The wavelength assignments are derived from the
present work. The dashed line represents the decrease in the
stored ring current over the period that the scan was made and
is thus proportional to the photon flux.
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FIG. 4. Autoionizing resonances leading to the P threshold;
upper curve, the rate meter signal from the present experiment;
lower curve, the theoretical predictions of Pradhan (Ref. 10).
The upper wavelength assignments are those derived from the
present work and the photographic measurements of Garton
and Drew (Ref. 40), the lower are those reported by Pradhan
(Ref. 10), and Taylor and Burke (Ref. 8).

a best fit to the present data, excluding the resonance
structure leading to the P threshold. Representative er-
ror bars are shown at several paints; these were deter-
mined from the uncertainty introduced on extracting
data from the chart recordings. The overall accuracy of
the results depends upon the absolute value of our previ-
aus data. An estimated error of +9% was quoted at that
time. However, confidence in the relative and absolute
value of the cross sections can be obtained by considering
the value of the total oscillator strength for the absorp-
tion process. According to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn
(TRK}-sum rule3 the oscillator strength must add up to a
value of 8, the total number of electrons in the atom.
Thus, we have evaluated the continuum oscillator
strength from the ionization threshold down to 44.3 A
using the present total photoionization cross sections and
from 44.3 to 0 A using the cross sections from the compi-
lation by Henke et al. A value of 7.29 was obtained.
Adding this value to our previously quoted line oscillator
strength of 0.71 gives a total oscillator strength of 8.00.
Obtaining the precise value of the total oscillator strength
is, of course, fortuitous because the maximum error in
the value of the line oscillator strength (+50%%uo) intro-
duces an error of about +4.4%%uo in the total oscillator
strength. However, this implies that our value of the
continuum oscillator strength should be accurate to
within +4.4%, which is certainly in keeping with our es-
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FIG. 6. High-energy region of the photoionization cross sec-
tion of atomic oxygen leading to the production of singly
charged ions. , present data; 0, previous data of Samson and
Pareek (Ref. 22).

timated value of +9%. It should be noted that in our
previous work we did not take into account the effect of
multiple ionization below 250 A.
The structure shown in Fig. 3 has not been seen before

in photoionization experiments and represents the Ryd-
berg triplet series 2s2p ( P) np( D', S', P'). Figure 4 is
a trace of the rate meter signal showing the series in de-
tail compared with the theoretical predictions of
Pradhan. ' Also shown are the peak wavelength predic-
tions of Taylor and Burke, which agree to within 1 A
with those of Piadhan, and the wavelength assignment of
Garton and Drew who have observed the series photo-
graphically in an absorption experiment and obtained an
identification for the np( D'} series. As can be seen, the
agreement between experiment and theory is good, al-
though the shape and position of the third peak of the
first theoretical triplet differs from that measured experi-
mentally: no attempt has been made to allow for peak
shifting or broadening of the measured lines caused by
the finite resolution of the monochromator.
Figure 5 illustrates the rate meter signal obtained be-

tween 760 and 655 A showing the autoionizing reso-
nances leading to the D' and P' states of the oxygen IONIZATION PROCESSES 129

Figure 13.1 Photoionization cross sections for H, H2, He, C, and O. The dashed line
in (a) shows the power-law approximation (13.3) for H.

than one available state for the resulting ion – for example, in the case of pho-
toionization from the O I ground state 3P2 (1s22s22p4), the electron being photoe-
jected could come from the 1s, 2s or 2p levels. If a 2p electron is removed, and
13.6 eV < h⌫ < 16.9 eV, the resulting O II ion will be in the 1s22s22p3 4S o

3/2

state, but if h⌫ > 16.9 eV, the ion could also be left in the 1s22s22p3 2D o
3/2,5/2

state. The availability of multiple channels leads to complex structure in the pho-
toionization cross section. For ionization by continuum radiation, this detailed
structure can be smoothed and averaged over. Convenient analytic fits to the contri-
bution of individual shells to photoionization cross sections are given by Verner &
Yakovlev (1995) and Verner et al. (1996). Figure 13.1b shows the photoionization
cross sections for C and O, each of which has a conspicuous absorption edge at
the minimum photon energy for photoionization from the K shell (“K shell” ⌘ 1s
shell). At high energies (i.e., above the K-edge), the 1s2 electrons provide a pho-
toionization cross section that is ⇠ 104 times larger than the cross section for an H
atom. Thus at high energies, the heavy elements can dominate the total photoion-
ization cross section, even though the total abundance of heavy elements is only
⇠10�3 that of H. Figure 13.2 shows photoionization cross sections �pi for O, Ne,
Mg, and Si.
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Figure 10: The high-energy cross section for single ionization of oxygen. (Right) From Angel &
Samson (1988). (Left) From Draine (2011) emphasizing the K-shell absorption.

is excite another electron of the recombined atom/ion. Thus, the recombined atom/ion
is in a doubly excited state. There are two outcomes. One electron is ejected (“auto-
ionization”) or the system could relax by emitting one or two photons and recombination
is now complete (“di-electronic” recombination, DR). Clearly, DR process is resonant (i.e.
the energy of the electron must equal the exact sums of two levels).

The classical DR process relies on exciting the valence electron of the recombined
atom/ion to the first resonance level. Typically the first available resonance line is a good
fraction of the ionization potential. Thus, DR, in most cases, becomes important at high
temperatures.

There are two exceptions to the rule that DR dominates at high temperature (cf.
the HIM). At low temperatures, following recombination one electron could be in a high
Rydberg state and the other in an excited fine structure line of the ground term. Clearly,
the recombining electron does not need to have large energy in this case. Examples include
C II → C I, Si II → Si I and O III → O II (Bryans et al. 2009).

The other exception is the recombination of C III and Mg II in H II regions.
The total recombination coefficient is plotted in Figure 13.
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6 Nieva & Przybilla: Non-LTE line formation for C - in early B-type stars

Fig. 2. Grotrian diagram for the C  doublet and quartet spin
systems. The observed multiplets in our spectra analysed here
are identified. Levels: those marked in bold correspond to levels
discussed in Figs. 3 and 6. Multiplet transitions: those marked
by thick lines are highly sensitive to variations of input data for
photoionization and collisional cross-sections and for collisional
excitation (discussed in Figs. 4, 6 and 7, respectively). The lat-
ter and those marked by thin lines are considered in our linelist
(Table 3) for abundance derivation. Thosemarked by dotted lines
are excluded from the analysis because of contamination with
telluric lines (λλ6257-59, 7231-37Å) or they are too weak even
at low Teff (λ5889-91Å). Nevertheless they are accounted for in
the calculations of the level populations.

tion, guided by extensive comparisons with observation. In the
following we summarise the experiences made in this process.

The comparison of observation with model spectra for
C  and C , as computed with our initial model ions, reveals
little need for improvement in the studied stellar parameter
range. Both ions are relatively simple, showing (earth)alkali
electron configurations, which pose little challenge to ab-initio
computations. However, the actual choice of radiative and col-
lisional data turned out to be a critical factor for line-formation
computations of non-LTE-sensitive transitions in C , which is
known to be problematic from the literature (e.g. Lambert 1993;
Sigut 1996). This was shortly summarised in Paper 2 but not
discussed in detail. Here we provide a few comparisons of
atomic data available from the literature. The influence of
atomic data on selected C  lines is also addressed. These
transitions are highlighted in the Grotrian diagram of our C 
model (Fig. 2), which will help us to illustrate some of the
channels leading to the marked non-LTE sensitivity.

Photoionization cross-sections. The strength of a spectral
line can be strongly influenced by photoionizations which may
impact level populations decisively. On the other hand, pho-
toionization rates Ri j depend implicitly on the level populations.
The largest contribution to the integral Ri j comes from frequen-
cies with large flux and large cross-section. The flux maximum
in early B stars is located longward of the Lyman jump. The
ionization of C  is essentially determined by the rates from the
highly-populated ground state and the low-excitation levels. The
relative importance of the low-excitation levels may be strength-
ened in cases where the ground state ionization potential coin-

cides with that of a major opacity contributor, He  in the present
case. Photoionizations from the ground state may then be less
efficient because of the reduced stellar flux shortward of the ion-
ization edge. Recombinations, on the other hand, are important
for the population of high-excitation levels (preferentially at high
", i.e. states with large statistical weight), which couple to the
low-lying states via recombination cascades. For the case of C 
this implies: a) an increased sensitivity of the C / ionization
balance to the exact run of the photoionization cross-sections of
levels at low excitation energies and b) an increased sensitivity
of transitions like C  λλ6151, 6462 and 4267Å to non-LTE ef-
fects because of their participation in the recombination cascade.

A comparison of total photoionization cross-sections from
OP (Yan & Seaton 1987) and NP97 for two levels (marked
in the Grotrian diagram, Fig. 2) is given in Fig. 3. The first
term, 2p2 2S, is not directly involved in the formation of the C 
λλ 4267, 6151 and 6462Å transitions. However, it is populated
considerably and therefore contributes to the C / ionization
balance. The cross-section for photoionization from this level to
the ground state of C  is small because of radiative selection
rules. Shortward of ∼700Å the cross-section rises by about
two orders of magnitude as the optically allowed channel of
photoionization to the first excited level of C  opens. The
overestimation of the photoionization rate from the 2p2 2S state
by adopting the total instead of partial cross-sections is however
insignificant. The contribution of wavelengths below ∼700Å to
Ri j is e.g. less than 1% in the example discussed below. Note the
wavelength shifts in the resonance structures of the OP and the
NP97 data. This results in different contributions of the region
between the threshold and the Lyman edge to the integral in Ri j,
which affect the photoionization rates considerably. On the other
hand, the photoionization cross-sections for 4f 2F0 agree well,
except for the resonance structure at shortest wavelengths where
the stellar flux becomes negligible. Consequently, both data (and
many others for highly-excited levels) are exchangeable without
showing consequences for the spectrum synthesis computations.
Note that we adopt experimental threshold wavelengths. On
the other hand, for 2p2 2S and other levels at lower excitation
energy there is a non-negligible effect on the λλ4267 and
6151Å transitions when exchanging both data, as can be seen
in Fig. 4. In an extreme case, accounting for photoionization
cross-sections from NP97 for all levels results in a very strong
C  λλ4267Å line. A reduction of the C abundance by up
to ∼0.8 dex is required to fit the observed line profile in our
calibration stars with such a model atom. As a consequence of
this we give preference to the OP data over the cross-sections
of NP97 in our final model atom (‘model of reference’), which
helps us to reproduce observation over the entire parameter
range consistently.

Oscillator strengths. Comparisons between multiplet f -
values from three sources of ab-initio computations are shown
in Fig. 5: data based on ) the multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock
method in the Breit-Pauli approximation of FFT04, ) the Breit-
Pauli R-matrix method of N02a and ) results from R-matrix
calculations assuming LS-coupling, as obtained by the Opacity
Project (Yan et al. 1987). The primary source of f -values is
FFT04, which should be most accurate. Our preference for the
OP over the N02a data is motivated by the good agreement of
the former with FFT04 (with two exceptions), while oscillator
strengths from N02a may show large differences for several
lines. Data from N02a is therefore adopted only in the cases
where the other sources do not provide information.

Figure 11: M. F. Nieva and N. Przybilla, 2008, A & A
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4 X. Fang and X.-W. Liu

Figure 9. Fractional populations of the Ne2+ 3P2, 3P1 and 3P0 fine-
structure levels. Two temperature cases, 1000 and 10 000 K, are shown. This
figure is obtained by solving the level population equations for a five-level
atomic model.

sity. The effects of the non-equilibrium level populations of Ne III

on the effective recombination coefficients for the 4f – 3d transi-
tions are not clear and may vary from line to line. For the strongest
4f – 3d lines that form exclusively from recombination of target 3P2

plus cascades, their effective recombination coefficients will be un-
derestimated if a thermal equilibrium of the Ne III ground levels is
assumed, and that will cause a corresponding overestimation of the
derived Ne2+/H+.

Many Ne II recombination lines from different multiplets have
been observed in deep spectra of PNe and H II regions and ionic
abundances derived (e.g. LLB01). However, a proper analysis of
those data requires new calculations in an appropriate coupling
scheme for the strongest Ne II recombination lines, especially those
belonging to the 3d – 3p and 4f – 3d transition arrays.

2.2 Electron temperature from the C II recombination lines

Most C II lines detected in the spectrum of NGC 7009 are mainly
excited by radiative recombination, except for a few for which di-
electronic recombination dominates. Examples of the latter include
the C II M28.01 3d0 2Fo – 3p0 2D �8797 multiplet, which originates
from dielectronic capture of an electron to the 2s2p(3Po

J )3d 2Fo

autoionization state that lies 0.41 eV (Moore 1993) above the
first ionization threshold 2s2 1S0 and the subsequent decay to the
2s2p(3Po

J )3p 2D bound state that lies about 1.00 eV below the ion-
ization threshold. Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram that shows the di-
electronic and radiative recombination of C II.

The electron on an autoionizing state either decays to another
autoionizing or bound state with the emission of radiation, or au-
toionizes to a true continuum state leaving an ion and a free elec-

Figure 10. Schematic figure showing the dielectronic recombination of C II

through the autoionizing state between the ionization thresholds 2s2 1S0

and 2s2p 3Po
J of C III. The electrons captured to the 2s2p(3Po

J )3d 2Fo

autoionizing state either go back to a true continuum state 2s2(1S0)0l0
through autoionization, or decay to the 2s2p(3Po

J )3p 2D bound state
through the C II M28.01 �8797 transition. Also shown is the C II M6 �4267
radiative recombination transition between the 4f 2Fo and the 3d 2D bound
states.

tron with no emission of radiation. The latter process usually dom-
inates, and the population of autoionization states is close to that
given by Saha and Boltzmann equations as in the case of the local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The emissivity of a dielectronic
recombination line is sensitive to electron temperature through the
Boltzmann factor exp (�E/kTe), where E is the excitation energy
of the upper state relative to the ionization threshold. By comparing
the strength of a dielectronic recombination line to that of an ordi-
nary (i.e. radiative recombination dominated) recombination line,
whose emissivity has a relatively weak power-law dependence on
electron temperature (⇠ T↵

e , where ↵ ⇠1), one can determine the
electron temperature. The C II dielectronic lines have been used
to determine electron temperatures in stellar winds of PNe (e.g.
De Marco et al. 1998). The strongest C II recombination line de-
tected in the spectra of nebulae is the M6 4f 2Fo – 3d 2D �4267 line,
which is excited by radiative recombination only. The upper state
of the �4267 line lies about 3.4 eV below the ionization thresh-
old 2s2 1S0 (see Fig. 10), and its population is far from LTE, and
thus has a very different temperature-dependence from that of the
upper state of the M28.01 �8797 transition (i.e. 3d0 2Fo). We use
the intensity ratio of the �8793.80 (3d0 2Fo

7/2 – 3p0 2D5/2) line, the
stronger fine-structure component of the C II M28.01 multiplet, and
the �4267 line to determine electron temperature. In NGC 7009,
this line ratio yields a temperature of 3000 K, as shown in Fig. 11.
The atomic data used here are the effective dielectronic and ra-
diative recombination coefficients of Nussbaumer & Storey (1984)
and Péquignot, Petitjean & Boisson (1991), respectively. Measure-
ments of the C II M28.01 lines are presented in Section 3.1.2.

2.3 Electron temperatures and densities from the N II and
O II recombination lines

In the low-density conditions in nebulae, the relative populations
of the ground-term fine-structure levels of a recombining ion (e.g.,

c� 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

Figure 12: X. Fang and X. -W Liu, MNRAS (2011)
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Figure 13: (Model) Recombination rate coefficient for oxygen (from Nahar 1999). At low tem-
peratures the recombination coefficient declines with increasing temperature. The increase in the
coefficient at mid temperatures (105 K) is due to dielectronic recombination.
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